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Boundary Commission for England Review of Parliamentary Constituencies
North East Region -Tees Val[ev
Objections to both Stockton West and Middlesbrouqh Borough Constituencies

The Boundary Commission for England (BCE) proposals for new Parliamentary
Constituencies in England have been widely criticised the length and breadth of the
country. [n regard to the Teesside area, the BCE has come up with what can best be
described as a complete dog's breakfast - particularly in relation to Thornaby on Tees
where a proud population of approximately 26,000 residents has been identified as merely
a numerical means to equalise two newly concocted parliamentary constituencies.

In short, the BCE is using the residents of Thornaby on Tees as makeweight that involves
Mandale and Victoria Ward and Stainsby Hill ward being subsumed into a Middlesbrough
Borough Constituency whilst Village Ward will make up the numbers for Stockton West
Parliamentary constituency - the latter stretching out as far as Darlington. What this
means is that Thornaby on Tees will be cut in half and neighbours living in the same
street potentially having different IVIPs.

It is breathtaking nonsense made more offensive by the fact that Tliornaby on Tees does
not seem worthy of a mention in the newly named constituencies. But jt isn't too
surprising to many residents that have been repetitive[y ignored throughout an
unprecedented series of local government reorganjsation and being bounced from
constituency to constituency in endless games of political jiggery-pokery. But now,
Thornaby Town Council would argue, our wonderful, tight knit community has had
enough. We vehemently object to our town being used as collateral.
The Yorkshire town of Thornaby on Tees is a town established by Royal Charter with a
fascinating history that dates back to Neolithic times and boundaries stretching from the
Tees (north and west) to Middlesbrough in the east and as far south as Middleton on
Leven.

Sadly, when autonomy was wrenched from us in 1968, it was our towns misfortune to be
geographically situated between Stockton and Middlesbrough that successor authorities
tacitly deemed to be a convenient river crossing and sub regional thoroughfare.
Consequently, the misnamed A66 Thornaby bypass gouged the very heart out of our town
leaving a huge swathe of north Thornaby cut adrift and abandoned.
And such has been the lot of Thornaby on Tees in intervening years as our built and
natural environment was butchered by what was euphemistically called `development'
and systematically surrounded by the busiest toxic roads in the area that has resulted in
our streets being deemed convenient diversionary routes. To be then relentlessly
attacked each time governments have sought political advantage by commissioning
expedient lines on maps to be drawn - that rarely take public opinion into account or
scant notice of town and natural boundaries -just adds to widespread dismay felt in the
town and anger at callous external indifference.
]n conclusion, Thornaby Town Council is unapologetic at what will no doubt be correctly

interpreted as deeply felt resentment that this message is designed to convey on behalf of
our town and townsfolk at what is simply a proposal to carve up our beloved town.
Clearly, there are underlying political reasons for this latest clumsy assault on Thornaby
on Tees, but Thornaby Town Council, whose ethos is `people and community before
politics', wholly rejects the ill conceived BCE proposal to bisect our town.
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